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Motospeed CK107 mechanical keyboard
Motospeed is a guarantee of quality for e-sports gamers. The size of the keyboard is perfectly matched for comfortable and relaxed use.
The keyboard's professional lighting system makes it easy to interact with the device. It will perform well both during work and gameplay
thanks to the blue switches. Anti-ghosting technology ensures precision, and wide compatibility allows you to connect the accessory to
Windows XP/7/8/10 devices.
 
Professionalism and simplicity
The keyboard system combined with the lighting system is a streamlining of work at the computer. The design of the device is adapted
primarily to the needs of gamers. You can also customize the look of the keyboard to your preferences by choosing from 14 available
backlighting modes.
 
Reliable durability of the keys
Working for even longer and being reliable in any situation - this is what sets the Motospeed CK107 keyboard apart. The lifespan of its
keys is about 50 million key presses, which means it will serve you well for many years.
 
With gamers and e-sports in mind
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Thanks to blue switches, gaming is not only pure pleasure, but also comfort. The CK107 keys will surprise you with their responsiveness
and  reliable  performance.  With  Motospeed  you  can  freely  perform  even  the  most  complex  combinations  during  gameplay.  This  is
possible thanks to anti-ghosting technology, which prevents accidental pressing of unwanted keys.
 
INCLUDES:
Keyboard
User Manual
Manufacturer
Motospeed
Model
CK107
Type
mechanical
Color
Black
Interface
USB
Number of keys
104
Material
ABS, aluminum alloy
Key life
50 million presses
Connection
Wired
Backlighting
RGB
Dimensions
444 x 134 x 30 mm
Weight
883g
Operating current
500 mA
Operating voltage
DC 5V
Switches
Motospeed Blue
Compatibility
Windows XP/7/8/10 /
Other
Anti-ghosting function, 14 backlight modes, customizable backlight modes, 8 backlight color versions, 12 function keys, WIN lock, N-key
rollover

Preço:

€ 24.50
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Jogos, Keyboards
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